
 
 
 
 

 
PLANNING COMMITTEE            5th July 2017 
 
Application 
Number 

16/1529/FUL Agenda 
Item 

 

Date Received 18th August 2016 Officer Sav Patel 
Target Date 13th October 2016   
Ward Newnham   
Site 115-117 Grantchester Meadows Cambridge CB3 

9JN 
Proposal Works and change of use to 115 & 117 

Grantchester Meadows including partial demolition 
of outbuildings, refurbishment, internal and external 
works and extensions to create 22 rooms and 1 
apartment for post-graduate student House of 
Multiple Occupation. 

Applicant St Catharine's College 
 

SUMMARY The development accords with the 
Development Plan for the following reasons: 

- The proposed loss of two family 
dwellings is acceptable in this 
instance due to the lack of suitable 
alternative provision and in view of the 
college’s fall-back position which 
would result in the potential loss of a 
total five family dwellings;  

- The proposed student housing site is 
located within an suitable location in 
terms of its proximity to the college 
building in the City Centre, will have 
on site supervision, be close to other 
student housing site and playing field 
owned by the college.  

- The proposed extensions to the 
properties are now acceptable 
following alterations to the west wing 
and would not have a detrimental 
impact on the character and 
appearance of the Conservation Area.  



- The proposed student housing 
development is set away from existing 
dwellings and would not have an 
adverse impact on residential amenity.  

RECOMMENDATION APPROVAL 

 
1.0 SITE DESCRIPTION/AREA CONTEXT 
 
1.1 The application site is located on the west corner of 

Grantchester Meadows and South Green Road. The site 
consists of a pair of Victorian semi-detached dwellings (no.115 
and no.117) which are set back from the unadopted track and 
opposite Skaters Meadow (south). There is a row of tennis 
courts to the west and a playing field to the north of the site 
which are part of St Catherine’s College [Herein referred to as 
the ‘College’]. Both dwellings are in the College’s ownership.  

 
1.2 115 Grantchester Meadows is the dwelling closest to South 

Green Road and is a three storey with a double height 
baywindow and pitched roof dormer in the front roofslope. There 
is also a single storey pitched roof outbuilding which abuts the 
eastern boundary. No.117 Grantchester Meadows is two storey, 
double fronted and has double height baywindows. Both 
properties have been extended and altered. Both dwellings 
have generous rear gardens and currently only 115 
Grantchester Meadows is occupied as a dwelling. No.117 is 
currently vacant.  

 
1.3 The site is located within the Newnham Croft Conservation Area 

and there is a Walnut tree in the eastern corner of the site which 
has a Tree Preservation Order. The site is also surrounded; to 
the south, west and north, by Green Belt.  Skaters Meadow is 
designated as a Site of Local Nature Conservation Importance.  
 

2.0 THE PROPOSAL 
 
2.1 The proposal is for a change of use of the existing dwellings to 

student accommodation consisting of 22 rooms and 1 
apartment for St Catherine’s College. The apartment will be 
occupied by either a junior fellow or a graduate couple and they 
will act as site warden. The proposal is to combine the dwellings 
to create one student accommodation site. The proposal also 



includes extending the dwellings and other external and internal 
alterations.  

 
115 Grantchester Meadows 

 
2.2 The proposal is to retain the front part of the existing outbuilding 

and extend it with a new element which includes a first floor. 
The proposed section of the outbuilding would be 11.5 metres in 
depth and 6.8 metres wide (5.5 metres at first) and 6.2 metres 
in height. The proposal would include the demolition of the 
existing two storey rear extension.  

 
2.3 The proposal includes permeable paving to provide a driveway 

for two cars and York stone paving around the driveway to the 
main entrance. The front boundary wall between the dwellings 
is to be retained as is an area of lawn between the boundary 
and driveway.   

 
2.4 Other alterations include a ramped level access between the 

115 and the outbuilding, a new entrance to 115, a new side gate 
in the side wall to the rear of the outbuilding, a new paved 
access and door in the side boundary wall to access the cycle 
store from South Green Road. The proposal includes 
permeable paving to provide a driveway for two. The front 
boundary wall between the dwellings is to be retained as is an 
area of lawn between the boundary and driveway. The Walnut 
tree at the front is proposed to be removed and replaced with 
two visitor cycle stands. The main cycle and bin storage 
provision for the proposed use would be located within the 
ground floor of the outbuilding. 

 
 117 Grantchester Meadows 
 
2.5 The proposal is to extend the western side of the property with a 

two storey extension with projecting rear gables which sets 
down to a 1 ½ storey element. The two storey side extension 
would be set below the ridge by 550mm (and eaves line by 
300mm) and also set back from the front elevation by 600mm. 
The proposed side extension would be 2.9 metres wide off the 
side gable increasing to a width of 7.2 metres. The extension 
would project 13.2 metres off the rear elevation. The proposed 
side extension would replace the existing two storey side 
element which is set 4.2 metres back from the front elevation. 
The 1 ½ storey element would project 9.1 metres off the two 



storey element at 6.35 metre in height. The proposal also 
includes two small box dormer windows in the front roofslope 
above the line of the bay windows and one dormer window in 
the rear roofslope.  

 
2.6 The fellow’s/graduate duplex apartment would be located on the 

ground floor of the proposed 1 ½ storey rear extension.   
 
2.7 The proposed external alterations have been amended from 

their original design and layout. The main alteration relates to 
the scale of the two storey side extension to no.117. The 
original proposal was for a continuous two storey form with a 
hipped roof which did not appear to integrate well with the 
existing property. The revised extension steps down in height as 
it extends towards the rear boundary and is better arranged in 
terms of how it connects with the property.  

 
3.0 SITE HISTORY 
 
 No relevant planning history.  
 
4.0 PUBLICITY   
 
4.1 Advertisement:      Yes  
 Adjoining Owners:     Yes  
 Site Notice Displayed:     Yes  

 
5.0 POLICY 
 
5.1 See Appendix 1 for full details of Central Government 

Guidance, Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policies, Supplementary 
Planning Documents and Material Considerations. 

 
5.2 Relevant Development Plan policies 
 

PLAN POLICY NUMBER 

Cambridge Local 
Plan 2006 

3/1 3/4 3/7 3/11 3/14  

4/4 4/11   

5/1 5/4 

7/7 

8/6 



 
5.3 Relevant Central Government Guidance, Supplementary 

Planning Documents and Material Considerations 
 

Central 
Government 
Guidance 

National Planning Policy Framework March 
2012 

National Planning Policy Framework – 
Planning Practice Guidance March 2014 

Circular 11/95 (Appendix A) 

Supplementary 
Planning 
Guidance 

Sustainable Design and Construction (May 
2007) 

 
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Waste 
Partnership (RECAP): Waste Management 
Design Guide Supplementary Planning 
Document (February 2012) 

Material 
Considerations 

City Wide Guidance 
 
Cycle Parking Guide for New Residential 
Developments (2010) 

 Area Guidelines 
 
Newnham Croft Area Conservation Area 
Appraisal (2011) 

 
5.4 Status of Proposed Submission – Cambridge Local Plan 
 

Planning applications should be determined in accordance with 
policies in the adopted Development Plan and advice set out in 
the NPPF. However, after consideration of adopted plans and 
the NPPF, policies in emerging plans can also be given some 
weight when determining applications. For Cambridge, 
therefore, the emerging revised Local Plan as published for 
consultation on 19 July 2013 can be taken into account, 
especially those policies where there are no or limited 
objections to it. However it is likely, in the vast majority of 
instances, that the adopted development plan and the NPPF 
will have considerably more weight than emerging policies in 
the revised Local Plan. 
 



For the application considered in this report, there are no 
policies in the emerging Local Plan that should be taken into 
account. 
 

6.0 CONSULTATIONS 
 

Cambridgeshire County Council (Highways Development 
Management) 

 
 First comments:  
 
6.1 Four car parking spaces are proposed but not shown on the 

plans and no information has been provided for cycle parking 
provision. Post-graduate students are not subject to proctorial 
control so may keep a car which is likely to impose additional on 
street parking demands on the surrounding streets. Whilst this 
is unlikely to result in any significant adverse impact on highway 
safety it could potentially impact residential amenity.  

 
6.2 Clarification should be required on the car and cycle parking 

provision before determination.  
 
 Second comments:  
 
6.3 The plans show 4 car parking spaces but access to these would 

be problematic. A car parking space for a modern car should be 
a minimum of 5 metres by 2.5 metres and 6 metres is required 
to turn to reverse out of, or into, the space. This has not been 
provided, the available total length of car parking space and 
manoeuvring space being between 8 and 9 metres. 

 
6.4 The applicant has stated that residents will be under proctorial 

control and provided details of bicycle parking.  
 

Environmental Health 
 
6.5 The proposed development is acceptable subject to the 

following conditions and informatives:  
 

- Demolition/Construction hours;  
- Delivery and collection hours during demo and construction; 
- Piling;  
- Dust;  
- Dust informative;   



- Housing Health & Safety Rating; 
- Management of Houses in Multiple Occupations 
 
Head of Streets and Open Spaces (Landscape Team) 

 
6.6 No objections. The proposed development is acceptable.   
 

Head of Streets and Open Spaces (Trees) 
  

6.7 The loss of the tree is acceptable as it will have no material 
impact on amenity or the character of the area. No formal 
objections to the proposal subject to the following conditions:  

 
- Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS) and Tree Protection 

Plan (TPP);  
- Site visit to agree tree and temporary ground work 

protection;  
- AMD and TPP implementation 
 
Head of Streets and Open Spaces (Sustainable Drainage   
Officer) 

 
6.8 The proposed development is acceptable subject to a Surface 

Water Drainage condition.  
 
Urban Design and Conservation Team 
 
First comments:  
 

6.9 It is not possible to comment on the proposed development until 
long distance views of the proposed scheme from Skaters Field 
and the River Cam have been submitted to properly assess the 
visual impact of the proposed development from a landscape 
and amenity perspective.  

 
6.10 The overall scheme is largely as discussed informally and 

seems to potentially work well. The mass and scale of the West 
wing needs to be shown in longer views to assess its impact as 
it has become a full two-storey block. The houses largely have 
retained their individual character but there are some anomalies 
on the proposed floor plans suggesting that some of the 
dormers are existing when they are new; these need to be 
corrected. There is no landscape scheme submitted and it will 
be important to both maintain the domestic, existing layout 



fronting the street [access to front doors, etc.] and continue to 
give the sense that the gardens / amenity spaces have not 
become institutionalised.  

 
6.11 The Eastern extension has some rather odd features which do 

not work that well. The hope was that its East elevation [facing 
South Green Road] would have an outbuilding-like character 
but the internal layout of the GF student rooms put fairly large 
windows here. Having created the rather neat external access 
on the garden [West] side, the wall facing the garden then has 
no views into that space and the bathrooms facing onto it. It 
would be far better to have the bathrooms at the back [with very 
small windows for daylight and inconspicuous air extract outlets] 
keeping the street elevation fairly plain and position the desks 
facing a window into the garden and an open-air corridor. 
 

6.12 Subject to getting the materials, the dormer designs and other 
details right [and the extra info. requested above] the scheme is 
largely acceptable. The college symbol datestones are a nice 
touch and keeping the service aspects of the complex [bikes & 
bins] to where they were historically works well. 

 
6.13 The intersection of the hipped roof of the West wing with the 

corner of No. 117 looks slightly awkward and may need some 
refining and junction of the glazed corridor roof at GF in the 
corner between that house and its new extension needs to be 
thought through in detail at larger scale. 

 
6.14 If the above issues are addressed then the following conditions 

are recommended:  
 

- Roofing details;  
- Dormer details;  
- Low pitched roof details;  
- Rooflight details;  
- Brickwork details;  
- Stonework details;  
- Window details;  
- New joinery recessed 50mm/75mm;  
- New, replacement or altered joinery details;  
- Boiler flue, soil pipe, waste pipe etc. details;  
- Hard landscaping scheme;  

 
 



 Second comments:  
 
6.15 The amendments to the side extension are acceptable in design 

and conservation terms and form a more successful relationship 
with the retained Nos. 115 and 117 Grantchester Meadows 
houses. However, the soldier course headers are unacceptable, 
cast stone headers and cills should be specified to relate to the 
existing window openings on the front elevation. These details 
should be conditioned should the application be approved.  

 
6.16 We note that that an asymmetric roof is proposed for the lower 

roof element on the northwest elevation. Whilst acceptable, this 
arrangement appears to limit the head height within the 
bedroom and could potentially be a drawing error. 

 
 Waste Team – Shared Services 
 
 First comments: 
  
6.17 The proposed number of bins for proposal are:  
 

- 1 x 1100 refuse, 1 x 1100 recycling, 2 x 240 green waste 
 
6.18 Would recommend providing more provision for refuse and 

recycling and less for green waste. A management company 
will pull the bins out for collection which is acceptable. 

  
Second comments:  

 
6.19 The plans are adequate in terms of waste/recycling facilities.    
 
 (Head of Streets and Open Spaces Nature Conservation 

Officer) 
 
 First comments:  
 
6.20 It is not possible to comment on the proposed development at 

this stage as no internal and external surveys of the properties 
have been undertaken to establish whether the buildings have 
potential for bat roosts. Survey information is required prior to 
determination.   

 
 



 Second comments (based upon preliminary ecological 
appraisal):  

 
6.21 Additional information is required such as DNA samples of the 

dropping collected which would give a clearer indication of the 
species present and suggest the likely use of the roof spaces. A 
condition on the full presence/absence surveys and any 
necessary mitigation strategy would be considered if additional 
information is provided. A plan should be provided that clearly 
shows where bat evidence has been found within the roof 
spaces and how this relates to possible ingress and exit routes 
for bats. The plan should clearly show how the evidence relates 
to the planned demolition, what will remain as potential 
mitigation voids if required. The condition should state that no 
demolition or development can be undertaken prior to the 
survey results being provided to the local authority. 

 
 Third comments:  
 
6.22 Following consultation with Natural England, the request for 

further survey information should be secured prior to 
determination as it would not be appropriate to condition the 
need for European Protected Species (EPS) license as it is 
covered under separate legislation and may not be required.  

 
 Fourth comments (comments on further survey information) 
 
6.23 The Officer is satisfied with the survey understand the content 

of the bat survey report. There is a low number of common 
species using the building as a roost and not maternity site. If 
you’re minded to recommend for approval then a condition is 
recommended preventing the development from proceeding 
without the Local Planning Authority first receiving a copy of the 
EPS licence or correspondence from Natural England stating 
that such a licence is not necessary. The license will provide 
details of all method statements and mitigation measure 
required. The Officer has also recommended a condition for bird 
and bat boxes to be incorporated into the development.  

 
 Access Officer 
 
6.24 The proposal does not provide for disabled student on site. 

Instead the college intends to provide for disabled student in 
specific accommodation on other sites. This is not adequate 



and contrary to the Local Plan (2006). The site could be very 
suitable for disabled students who require quieter dwelling.  

 
6.25 One room or flat should be redesigned for a wheelchair user 

and all features should support sensory impairment. A Blue 
Badge parking space is required. If none of these features can 
be provided then the recommendation would be for refusal.  

 
6.26 To note: The proposal does include two accessible rooms. I will 

discuss this further with the Access Officer and report any 
further comments on the amendment sheet or orally in my 
presentation.  

 
 Planning Policy 
 
6.27 The proposal is unacceptable as it would result in the loss of 

two dwellings which could provide family residential 
accommodation. The proposal would therefore be contrary to 
Local Plan (2006) policy 5/4 (Loss of Housing) and part d of 
policy 7/7 (College and University of Cambridge Staff and 
Student Housing).  

 
6.28  The College have put forward justification to support their 

position such as lack of appropriate alternative options, recent 
appeal decisions for similar proposals and their willingness to 
enter into a legal undertaking to the C3 use of other existing 
private stock in their ownership for a period of 15 years.  None 
of these arrangements are acceptable in overturning the policy 
position.  

 
6.29 The Council’s Assessment of Student Housing Demand and 

Supply for Cambridge City Council – Report to Cambridge City 
Council (the Student Assessment), conducted in January 2017, 
was collated through consultation and cooperation with 
education providers (including St Catharine’s College). The 
study examines student housing need, expansion and growth.   

 
6.30 The Student Assessment shows that St Catharine’s College 

identified an intended student expansion rate of 1% post 
graduate taught or research students and 0% undergraduate 
students over the next five to ten years per annum (Table 6, 
page 36).  

 



6.31 The information presented in the applicant’s Addendum is 
contradictory to that presented in the Council’s Student 
Assessment (gathered and reported in January 2017). The 
applicant’s consideration of need quotes a 2% post graduate 
expansion per annum (based on a current population of 220 
postgraduate students). This is a deviation from the previous 
information provided by the College for the Council’s Report.  

 
6.32 It is unclear why the College is using the global figure for growth 

for the whole of the University of Cambridge when it has just, 
last year, supplied a different figure for their College. 

 
6.33 The above responses are a summary of the comments that 

have been received.  Full details of the consultation responses 
can be inspected on the application file.   

 
7.0 REPRESENTATIONS 
 
7.1 The owners/occupiers of the following addresses have made 

representations: 
  

- 90 Grantchester Meadows;  
- 106 Grantchester Meadows; 
- 108 Grantchester Meadows; 
- 109 Grantchester Meadows; 
- 111 Grantchester Meadows;  
- 20 Millington Road;  
- 4 Hardwick Street;  

 
7.2 The representations can be summarised as follows: 
 
 Representations on original proposal:  
 
 Principle:  
 

- Emerging policy 46 is relevant 
- Conversion acceptable in principle but providing 

accommodation for 24 persons is excessive;  
- Recent application at GM Motors was refused on grounds of 

overdevelopment;  
 
 
 
 



 Design, scale and layout 
 

- There has to be a reduced scale and new context for this 
development to succeed;  

- Overdevelopment of the site;  
- West wing is ill fitting as viewed from the Meadows;  
- Number of rooms should be reduced by 6 or 8 to be 

appropriate and appear acceptable;  
- The proposal does not respect its context as a sensitive 

interface between the urban and rural environment, 
particularly the massing of the development on the western 
side facing the Meadows;  

- West wing should be removed;  
 
 Parking/Traffic 
 

- No on road residents parking space should allocated and 
there should be four off road spaces;  

- The non-registered land to the south-west should be adopted 
by the City Council and used as short-term visitor parking;  

- Appropriate conditions should be included to minimise 
disruption during construction. 

 
Representations to revised plans:  
 
- The amendments do not go far enough to address concerns 

of overdevelopment;  
- Scale of development will reduce the residential amenity of 

those living nearby;  
- Still a permanent loss of two large housing;  
- Western extension should be reduced to reduce the size of 

the scheme;  
- Amendments seem sensible to the original;  
- There must be some community gain;  
- A residents parking scheme is likely to be introduced before 

any change;  
- Road surface should be improved and paid for by the 

developer;  
- The proposed building is inappropriately large for residential 

area and should be refused;  
- A building for 10 graduate students would be more suitable;  
- Discrepancies with the height dimensions when comparing 

plans;  



- The proposed car parking capacity of just 4 spaces is 
completely inadequate and there is no disabled parking;  

- The application needs to make provision for any future use of 
the site and appropriate car parking is provided;  

- The proposed new cycle access is not acceptable as was not 
in the original plans and neighbours were not consulted 
about it;  

- Visibility is poor at the corner of Grantchester Meadows and 
so having a cycle access would be very dangerous in terms 
of highway safety;  

- The proposal would create an over-sized and brutal structure 
which spoils the experience of the village and the transition 
between urban and rural; 

- Proposed use is out of character with the family housing 
context; 

- The provision for car and cycle parking is inadequate;  
- Dimensions of the cycle store not given;  
- The proposed cycle access should be reconfigured to the 

front of the property which offers better visibility;  
- The proposed development and existing student housing in 

South Green Road would impact local amenity and the 
balance of the community;  

- The aversion of placing student with students from other 
colleges is odd and effectively rules out other suitable 
options at the cost of displacing local residents;  

- 115 and 117 are important properties on the edge of the city 
and should be protected from irreversible development;  

 
7.3 The above representations are a summary of the comments 

that have been received.  Full details of the representations can 
be inspected on the application file. 

 
8.0 ASSESSMENT 
 
8.1 From the consultation responses and representations received 

and from my inspection of the site and the surroundings, I 
consider that the main issues are: 

 
1. Principle 
2. Context of site, design and external spaces  
3. Residential amenity 
4. Refuse arrangements 
5. Car and cycle parking 
6. Planning Obligations (s106 Agreement) 



7. Third party representations 
 

Principle 
 

8.2 The proposal to change the use of two private dwellings (Class 
C3) into a House in Multiple Occupation for 22 student room 
and 1 fellow room (including external and internal alterations) 
for St Catherine’s College would result in the loss of two family 
dwellings. The proposed change of use would therefore be 
contrary to Local Plan (2006) policies 5/4 (Loss of Housing) and 
7/7 (College and University of Cambridge Staff and Student 
Housing).  

 
8.3 Policy 5/4 states, “The redevelopment of existing dwellings or 

the change of use of residential accommodation to other uses 
will not be permitted unless it can be demonstrated that: 

 
a) the property is unfit for human habitation and cannot be 

rehabilitated; 
 

b) it is a subsidiary part of a non-residential property without 
any practical means of separate access being provided: 

 
c) it is a Listed Building which can best be preserved through 

change of use; 
 

d) it is necessary for the provision of community facilities for 
which there is a need in Cambridge; or 
 
e) the lost accommodation is replaced by at least an equivalent 
amount of new residential floorspace. Such provision will be 
made on site unless otherwise agreed. 

 
8.4 The proposal does not comply with any of the above criteria.  
 
8.5 Policy 7/7 (College and University of Cambridge Staff and 

Student Housing Sites) states suitable for the development of 
student hostels or affordable or special needs housing for the 
Colleges and University staff are identified in the Proposals 
Schedule and on the Proposals Map. The development of 
additional student residential accommodation within existing 
College sites will be permitted. 

 



Planning permission will be granted for windfall and student 
hostel sites subject to: 
 
a) amenity considerations;  
 
b) their proximity to the institutions they serve; 

 
c) supervision, if necessary, is provided as appropriate to their 

size, location and the nature of the occupants; and 
 

d) they do not result in a loss of family residential 
accommodation (my highlight) 

 
Appropriate provision should be made for students who are 
disabled. 

 
8.6 The proposal for student accommodation would conflict with 

part d) of policy 7/7. Therefore, under the current planning 
policy context, the proposal is unacceptable in principle.  

 
8.7 In terms of the emerging planning policy context, there is still 

significant demand for housing within Cambridge. According to 
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA), the 
emerging Local Plan (2014) needs to make provision for 14,000 
additional homes between 2011 and 2031 to meet housing 
need (457 dwellings per year). This is reflected in Policy 3 
(Spatial Strategy for the location of residential development) of 
the Emerging Local Plan (2014). Policy 46 (Development of 
student housing) states applications for student housing will be 
subject to, amongst other things, (part b) development not 
resulting in loss of existing market housing.  

 
8.8 However, at this current time, the policies in the Emerging Local 

Plan can only be given limited weight.  
 
8.9 Notwithstanding the existing and emerging planning policy 

context, the College has put forward their main reasons for why 
the proposal should be supported, which areset out below:  

 
- The College has limited land ownership and limited building 

ownership within the City and they have a student housing 
need;  

- The existing dwellings are owned by the College and have 
previously been used to accommodate students;  



- The site is located close to other students houses owned by 
the College in South Green Road (1 to 5);  

- The site is located immediately adjacent to College grounds 
including the tennis courts to the west;  

- The College’s fall-back position would be to covert the 
existing dwellings in their ownership (115-117 Grantchester 
Meadows, 8-9 South Green Road and 2 Tenison Road) into 
(up to) 6 person/student HMOs resulting in the potential for a 
total of 30 students. The conversion of these dwellings would 
not require planning permission;  

- The College would have to consider converting other 
dwellings in their ownership into HMOs for students which 
would result in the loss of private housing;   

- The site is located within a central location and 1 mile of the 
main college site;   

 
8.10 The College’s justification for the proposed change of use 

therefore needs to be assessed as to whether it is such that in 
this case material considerations outweigh the primary conflicts 
with Local Plan (2006) policies 5/4 and 7/7. Under section 38(6) 
of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act it states:  

 
 “If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose 

of any determination to be made under the planning Acts the 
determination must be made in accordance with the plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise.” (my underlining).  

 
8.11 I set out below my assessment of the College’s justification for 

the proposed use and their fall-back position in light of the 
current planning policy context.     

 
 Land ownership and student accommodation need:  
 
8.12 Along with 115-117 Grantchester Meadows, the College also 

own three other properties; 8 and 9 South Green Road and 2 
Tenison Road. The South Green End Road properties are 
currently occupied by the groundskeeper and family and college 
chaplin and family, respectively. The Tenison Road property is 
leased to a private family. The College is also one of the 
landowner of the Darwin Green site.  

 
8.13 The College’s fall-back position should they not been able to 

achieve planning permission for the change of use of 115 and 
117 would be to utilise their existing housing stock to provide 



additional student accommodate in the form of small HMOs for 
up to 6 student in each. This could result in the loss of five 
dwellings (115-117 Grantchester Meadows, 8-9 South Green 
End Road and 2 Tenison Road). Four of these properties are 
currently occupied as family dwellings.  

 
8.14 With regards to the Darwin Green site, the college does not 

consider this to be a suitable location to deliver student 
accommodation due to the distance from the main college 
campus and sports grounds.  

 
8.15 Other sites that have been considered for potential student 

accommodation by the College are North West Cambridge and 
The Old Press site on Mill Lane. The College states that the 
North West Cambridge site lies too far from the main college 
campus and sports grounds. The College also considers the 
rental pricing in these locations to be a considerable increase 
on what the college is able to achieve.  

 
 115-117 Grantchester Meadows and other dwellings in college 

ownership 
 
8.16 The location of the application site is approx. 1 mile from the 

college campus, immediately adjacent to the college playing 
field, within close proximity to other student housing (in South 
Green Road). The application site therefore representations an 
opportunity for the College to consolidate their student housing 
in a location close to the college and existing student housing 
without having to convert other dwellings. The College have 
also advised that the existing dwellings are in need of updating 
and repair which they estimate would cost £250,000. However, 
no evidence has been provided to support this. 

 
8.17 In order to ensure other properties in their ownership are not 

converted or used to provide student accommodation, the 
College are willing to enter into a legal agreement which would 
tie down three of the existing dwellings for a period of 15 years.  

 
8.18 Therefore the harm that would result from the proposed loss of 

two private dwellings would not, in my view be outweighed by 
the harm that could result if the College were to make use of 
their fall-back position, which would result in the loss of five 
dwellings. I therefore recommend that members agree to give 
delegated authority to officers to negotiate and secure in a legal 



agreement the continued use of the existing dwellings as C3 
uses for a period of 15 years which takes this up to the next 
plan period. A similar approach has been used in respect of an 
approved planning application (ref:16/0673/FUL) for, amongst 
other things, the construction of a 38 room post graduate 
student accommodation building for Trinity College at the 
Cambridge Union Society site. 

 
8.19 Whilst the loss of housing would conflict with the adopted Local 

Plan policies 5/4 and 7/7, I have carefully assessed this against 
the College’s student accommodation need and their fall-back 
position which could result in the loss of more dwellings. I 
conclude that, on balance, the proposed loss of two private 
dwellings to satisfy the College’s student housing needs is 
acceptable. It should also be noted that the recently published 
Assessment of Student Housing Demand and Supply for 
Cambridge there is a significant need for student 
accommodation in Cambridge.  

 
8.20 The policy team have raised concerns with the percentage 

growth rate that the College used in the above study and the 
figure used to justify their need for student housing for the 
application. I have discussed this with the applicant to seek 
clarify on the matter. Essentially, difference between the figures 
stated within the updated Planning Statement (1%) and that 
which was quoted for the Student Assessment (2%) is that the 
former is a reflection of the Needs of the College and the latter 
is a reflection of what the College presently feel is achievable in 
the context of the immediate student accommodation 
constraints and continuing uncertainty of how they will be 
addressed. I am satisfied with the basis for using a different 
growth rate.  

 
Context of site, design and external spaces  

 
8.21 The site is located in an area characterised by two storey 

dwellings set back from the road. The style and form of the 
dwellings are varied along Grantchester Meadow with examples 
of terraces, semi-detached and detached dwellings. There is 
also a clear distinction in styles between the north and south 
side of the road. The north is defined by Victorian architecture 
which appear to be some of the earlier houses whereas to the 
south is more modern infill housing dating from 1920s, 1960s or 
1970s. One of the main features along Grantchester Meadow 



are the trees and boundary vegetation which play an important 
role in providing a transition between the compact terrace 
streets in Eltisley Avenue and Marlowe Road to the transition of 
finer gain development leading out towards Skaters Meadow 
and beyond. The application site represents end of Newnham 
before the countryside.  

 
8.22 The Newnham Croft Conservation Area Appraisal (2012) states 

the point between where the urban Newnham Croft adopts a 
more rural character, as it opens up to the fields of Grantchester 
Meadows is a vital characteristic of the area. One of the key 
positive features of this part of Newnham Croft is the attractive 
rural character and long views over the meadows toward the 
River Cam. The key negative features are the road surface and 
TPO’d tree at the front of 115 which is need of attention. 115 
and 117 are also identified as Buildings Important to Character 
in the Appraisal.  

    
8.23 In the above context, I set out below my assessment of 

proposed extension and alteration to each dwelling.  
 
 115 Grantchester Meadows 
 
8.24 The main external alteration to no.115 relates to the detached 

outbuilding to the side (east). The proposal is to add an 
additional level to create two student rooms on the rear part of 
the outbuilding and extend it by an additional 7.65 metres. The 
extended section of the outbuilding would be 6.2 metres to the 
ridge (2 metres above the existing outbuilding), 3.5 metres to 
the eaves and 11.5 metres in depth. The proposed extension 
would require the removal of two existing trees which are 
Category C trees. The Tree Officer has not raised any 
objections to the proposal in terms of loss or impact on trees.  

 
8.25 The proposed extension whilst deeper than the depth of 115 

would appear as an ancillary outbuilding with a traditional 
pitched roof, which would not compete with or dominate the 
host property. The retention of part of the existing outbuilding is 
important as it would provide a transition from single storey to 1 
½ storey so as to reduce its impact entering and leaving South 
Green Road.  With the proposed extended section set back 
from the road it also helps to reduce its impact from 
Grantchester Meadows. The elevation facing into the site 
features a flat roof dormer set with in the roof to provide the 



main outlook for future occupiers and glazing on the ground 
floor. The glazing would be set back and underneath the 
overhang of the roof. This feature would also include glazing 
between four timber posts on brick piers and double doors 
leading into the communal garden area.  The east elevation of 
the proposed extension would consist of two windows on the 
ground floor and three roof lights.  

 
8.26 The existing outbuilding contains a full height window nearest to 

the front which is proposed to be turned into a door to provide 
direct access into the cycle store. The grass verge in front is 
proposed to be paved to allow access. The new access is 
considered to be an acceptable addition as it would provide 
direct access to the cycle store. Concerns have been raised 
regarding the potential highway safety impact of this due to poor 
visibility. The proposed access is not directly onto the highway. 
The proposal includes a 2.4 metre path which would provide 
refuge from South Green Road. I am satisfied that the proposed 
cycle access would not have any adverse impact on the area or 
create a highway safety issue as there is good visibility of South 
Green Road and the junction of Grantchester Meadows where 
vehicles would be slowing down.  

 
8.27 The proposed extension to the outbuilding is acceptable in 

design terms and is of scale which would not appear dominant 
or intrusive when read in context with 115 or 113 Grantchester 
Meadows.  

 
 117 Grantchester Meadows 
 
8.28 The proposed extension consists mainly of the two storey side 

extension which also extends off part of the rear elevation. This 
element of the proposal has been subject to several revisions 
due to concerns with its scale and how it integrated with no.117. 
The revised scheme has addressed these concerns. The two 
storey extension from the front appears as a subservient side 
extension which is set back from the front elevation and set 
below the ridge line. The extension extends along the side 
gable before stepping in and turning into a two storey rear 
projecting gable which connects to a 1 ½ storey pitched roof 
element. The applicant was advised to reduce the scale of the 
two storey mass along the western boundary by breaking up the 
form and mass. The revised scheme is now broken into three 
elements to create shadow lines and is a more integrated form. 



This detailing also helps to reduce the mass of the side 
extension and with the variation in heights gives the proposed 
extension a domestic scale and appearance. The west 
elevation of the proposed extension would face the tennis 
courts and would be partially visible from the track road. The 
appearance of the proposed extension would not appear 
intrusive from this location due to its revised form and would not 
be out of context from long distance views, particularly from 
across the playing field and Skaters Meadow.  

 
8.29 The western elevation has been consistently arranged with first 

floor windows matching the position of the ground floor 
windows.  

 
8.30 The proposal also includes two small flat roof box dormers in 

the front roofslope and one larger flat roof box dormer in the 
rear. The front roof dormers are considered to be acceptable as 
they would sit within the roof without appearing dominant. The 
rear roof dormer would also sit comfortably within the centre of 
the roof slope. I have no concerns with these features.  They 
would not appear out of character as there are many examples 
of front roof dormers within Grantchester Meadows.  

 
8.31 In terms of external space, the proposed development would 

maintain a generous outdoor space for future occupiers to use. 
At the front, the proposal is to pave part of the front garden area 
to allow vehicles to park. The proposal also includes visitor 
cycle parking spaces in corner of the plot for 115.  

 
8.32 In my opinion the proposed extension and alterations to both 

properties are acceptable and would not have a detrimental 
impact on the character and appearance of the Conservation 
Area. The Urban Design and Conservation Team have not 
raised any significant concerns with the proposal. On this basis, 
the proposal is compliant with Cambridge Local Plan (2006) 
policies 3/4, 3/7, 3/11, 3/12, 4/11 and 8/6 

 
Residential Amenity 
 
Impact on amenity of neighbouring occupiers 
 

8.33 The application site is located at the end of Newnham and 
therefore there are no neighbours on the western side of the 
site. The nearest neighbour to the site is located on the 



opposite side of South Green Road; no.113 Grantchester 
Meadows.  

 
8.34 I do not consider any part of the proposed extension to no.117 

would have any significant adverse impact on the residential 
amenity of the nearby neighbours due to the separation 
distance.  

 
8.35 The eastern boundary on which the proposed extension to the 

outbuilding would project along is located approx. 11 metres 
from the western elevation of no.113 Grantchester Meadows. 
The height of the proposed extension would be 6.2 metres with 
a pitched roof which slopes away from the boundary. As for 
no.113, there are existing windows in the side (west) elevation 
(at first and ground floor) that face the existing outbuilding. The 
proposed extension would run parallel with the garage and tree 
lined side boundary of no.113. Therefore the proposed 
extension would not in my view have an adverse impact on the 
outlook of the existing windows. I also do not consider the 
proposed extension would have an adverse overbearing or 
overshadowing impact on the residential amenity of the 
neighbouring occupiers due to the level of separation, height of 
the proposed extension and existing landscaping along the side 
boundary of no.113.  

 
8.36 The proposed extension to the outbuilding contains three 

rooflights in the roofslope facing South Green Road and 
towards the side boundary of no.113. Currently the side 
boundary of no.113 is defined by a row of trees and so views 
into the garden from the proposed first floor rooms would be 
screened. However, as vegetation can be removed or die I have 
recommended a condition to ensure the rooflights serving the 
student rooms are obscure glazed and with restricted opening 
to mitigate any adverse overlooking impact on the residents of 
no.113.  

 
8.37 The potential impact from the intensification of use on local 

residents in terms of comings and goings, is likely to be material 
and noticeable. However, I do not consider this would have a 
significant adverse impact on the residential amenity of local 
residents. Grantchester Meadows is a popular route for local 
residents and visitors to access the countryside, and also for 
students to access the playing fields and tennis courts. 
Therefore, I do not consider the additional activity associated 



with the proposed use in terms of comings and goings would 
impact significantly on the existing residential character and 
amenity of the area.  

 
8.38 The proposal includes a ‘site warden’ in the form of a 

fellow/junior fellow to ensure appropriate management of the 
site. I have recommended a management plan condition to 
ensure procedures and process to control any disturbances are 
in place.  

 
8.39 In my opinion the proposal adequately respects the residential 

amenity of its neighbours and the constraints of the site and I 
consider that it is compliant with Cambridge Local Plan (2006) 
policies 3/4, 3/12 and 7/7. 

 
Amenity for future occupiers of the site 

 
8.40 The proposed student accommodation would have two 

communal kitchen/dining rooms on each floor. On the ground 
floor two kitchens would serve 8 student rooms and on the first 
floor two kitchens would serve 9 student rooms. The proposal 
includes four en-suite rooms including two accessible rooms on 
the ground floor. On the first floor the proposal includes four en-
suite student rooms. The other nine student rooms would have 
access to three communal shower; one on the ground floor and 
two on the first floor. The student rooms range from 10m2 to 
19.5m2 but all would have access to communal facilities.  

 
8.41 Therefore the proposal would provide future occupying students 

with access to communal kitchen/dining and common room 
facilities, a generous shared outdoor space within the site and 
also provide secured cycle parking  

 
8.42 The site is located approx. 1 mile from the college campus and 

so is not an unreasonable distance for students to walk or cycle. 
The College has existing student housing units on South Green 
Road.  

 
8.43 In my opinion the proposal provides a high-quality living 

environment and an appropriate standard of residential amenity 
for future occupiers, and I consider that in this respect it is 
compliant with Cambridge Local Plan (2006) policies 3/7, 3/12 
and 7/7. 

  



 Refuse arrangements 
 
8.44 The proposal includes the provision of a secure and enclosed 

bin store. However some of the bins would be located adjacent 
to the side boundary wall between the bin store and front 
boundary. No details have been provided on how the external 
bins will be enclosed. I have therefore recommended a bin 
storage detail condition so that details can be submitted for 
consideration to ensure the external bins do not have an 
adverse visual impact on the area. The bins will be pulled out 
for collection and returned by the College’s management team. 
The bin store would be located at the front of the existing 
outbuilding and a short distance from the collection point and 
comply with the Waste Design Guide. I am therefore satisfied 
that subject to agreeing the enclosure details of the external 
bins that the refuse arrangement would be acceptable.  

 
 Car and cycle parking 
 
 Car parking 
 
8.45 The proposal does not include any additional off street car 

parking provision over and above that which already exists. 
Both existing properties have off street parking in the front for 
up to two spaces. These spaces would be used primarily for 
dropping off and picking put in order to avoid causing an 
obstruction to other users of on Grantchester Meadows. The 
proposal does the provision for permeable paving the 
driveways. The College have confirmed their agreement for 
their post-graduate students to be restricted from keeping car or 
motorbike in Cambridge by entering into a legal agreement with 
the Council. The College also argue that given the site’s 
location from the campus and existing resident’s parking permit 
scheme on the surrounding road would be enough to deter 
students from off car parking. I am satisfied that subject to a 
legal agreement to control car parking, the proposal would not 
have an adverse impact on the residential amenity of the 
surrounding streets in terms of increasing on street parking 
demands.  

 
8.46 The Access Officer has requested for one of the parking spaces 

to be a Blue Badge space. I have requested the applicant make 
provision for a Blue Badge space. The proposal includes the 
provision for two accessible rooms on the ground floor of the 



proposed extension to the outbuilding which is sufficient 
provision. The College generally provides its disabled students 
with purpose built living quarters on other sites but has made 
provision here. All thresholds will be level to allow inclusive 
access within the buildings and to access the garden area. 

 
Cycle parking  
 

8.47 The proposal includes the provision of a secured and enclosed 
cycle store which consists of 17 Broxap Thames Bridge Cycle 
stands. The Cycle Parking Standards requires student 
residential accommodation to provide 2 spaces per 3 
bedspaces outside of the historic core and 1 visitor space per 5 
bedspaces. For 23 rooms this would equate to 15 spaces. The 
proposed provision would therefore comply with this.  

 
 Planning Obligations (s106 Agreement) 
 

Planning Obligations 
 
8.48 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 2010 have 

introduced the requirement for all local authorities to make an 
assessment of any planning obligation in relation to three 
tests.  Each planning obligation needs to pass three statutory 
tests to make sure that it is 

 
(a)necessary to make the development acceptable in planning 
terms;  
(b)directly related to the development; and  
(c)fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 
development. 

 
8.49 In bringing forward my recommendations in relation to the 

Planning Obligation for this development I have considered 
these requirements. 

 
8.50   In line with the CIL Regulations, councils can pool no more than 

five S106 contributions towards the same project. The new 
‘pooling’ restrictions were introduced from 6 April 2015 and 
relate to new S106 agreements. This means that all 
contributions now agreed by the city council must be for specific 
projects at particular locations, as opposed to generic 
infrastructure types within the city of Cambridge. 

 



8.51   Having reviewed the proposals I am mindful that the proposals 
are within walking distance of the facilities at St Catherine’s 
College, and also the public open space at Skaters Meadow, 
Sheeps Green/Lammas Land.  Given the scale of the 
development (23 student room), I am of the opinion that there is 
no justification in seeking a contribution in this instance. 

 
8.52 However, in order to ensure the proposed development is 

acceptable, I recommend the following issues are secured in a 
legal agreement:  

 
- Occupancy of the student accommodation tied to St 

Catherine’s College for reasons of proximity to existing St 
Catherine’s College accommodation and proximity to the 
College.   

- Restrict parking/keeping of motor vehicles;  
- Agreement to prevent no.8 and 9 South Green Road and 2 

Tenison Road for a period of 15 years so they are not used 
for any other purpose other than C3 dwellings.   

 
Third Party Representations 

 
8.53 I have addressed some of the third party representations in the 

above section of the report. However, for the issues that I have 
not responded to I address these in the below table:  

 
Representation  Response  
Principle  
Emerging policy 46 is relevant Emerging Local Plan has 

limited weight. Policy 46 has 
received objections and 
therefore cannot be used to 
determine this application.  

Conversion acceptable in 
principle but providing 
accommodation for 24 persons 
is excessive;  

The proposal to create a self 
contained student housing 
development. The site is 
considered to be of sufficient 
size to accommodate this 
proposed number of students 
without appearing cramped.  

Recent application at GM 
Motors was refused on 
grounds of overdevelopment;  

Each planning application is 
considered on its own merits. 
However, the GM Motors site 
was a very constrained site 



whereas the application site is 
generous in size and is regular 
shape.  

Design, scale and layout  
There has to be a reduce scale 
and new context for this 
development to succeed;  

The scale of the west wing has 
been reduced to appear as a 
subservient extension.  

Overdevelopment of the site;  The proposal does not 
constitute overdevelopment of 
the site. The site retains a 
generous amount of outdoor 
space and provides good 
quality living accommodation 
for future occupiers.  

West wing is ill fitting as 
viewed from the Meadows;  

The west wing has been 
reduced in scale and revised 
in design.  

Number of rooms should be 
reduced by 6 or 8 to be 
appropriate and appear 
acceptable;  

The proposal is acceptable 
and would accommodate the 
proposed number of rooms 
without appearing intrusive or 
detrimental to the character 
and appearance of the 
Conservation Area.  

The proposal does not respect 
its context as a sensitive 
interface between the urban 
and rural environment, 
particularly the massing of the 
development on the western 
side facing the Meadows;  

The original design of the west 
wing has been revised to 
appear subservient and would 
provide a book end to the site. 
No.117 already has a two 
storey side extension and so 
the proposed extension would 
not in my view fundamentally 
alter the interface between 
urban and rural.  

West wing should be removed;  The west wing has been 
reduced in scale and design 
revised to appear subservient.  

Parking/Traffic  
No on-road residents parking 
space should allocated and 
there should be four off road 
spaces;  

The proposal does not include 
an additional car parking. The 
college are willing to enter into 
an agreement to restrict 
students from owning a car.  



The non-registered land to the 
south-west should be adopted 
by the City Council and used 
as short-term visitor parking;  

This is not material to the 
proposed development.  

Representations to revised 
plans:  

 

The amendments do not go far 
enough to address concerns of 
overdevelopment;  

The proposed amendments 
have addressed the concerns 
with the west wing of the 
proposal.  

Scale of development will 
reduce the residential amenity 
of those living nearby;  

The scale of proposed 
development will not in my 
view have a detrimental 
impact on the residential 
amenity of the surrounding 
residents.  

Still a permanent loss of two 
large housing;  

See paras 8.2 to 8.20 

Western extension should be 
reduced to reduce the size of 
the scheme;  

The west extension has been 
reduced in scale. The revised 
scheme does not in my view 
cause any significant 
concerns.  

Amendments seem sensible to 
the original;  

Noted. 

There must be some 
community gain;  

There is no requirement for 
this student housing scheme 
to make contributions towards 
community facilities.  

A residents parking scheme is 
likely to be introduced before 
any change;  

The proposal does not include 
any additional levels of car 
parking and students will be 
restricted from keeping cars 
on site.  

Road surface should be 
improved and paid for by the 
developer;  

This is outside the 
consideration of this 
application.  

The proposed building is 
inappropriately large for 
residential area and should be 
refused;  

The proposal is to create a self 
contained student housing 
scheme which involve the 
conversion of two dwellings. 
The loss of the two dwellings 
has been carefully considered 



in context with the college’s 
student accommodation needs 
and their fall-back position. 
The applicant has shown that 
the site is of sufficient size to 
accommodate the proposed 
development without having a 
detrimental impact on the 
character of the area.  

A building for 10 graduates 
student would be more 
suitable;  

The proposed number of 
student rooms is acceptable.  

Discrepancies with the height 
dimensions when comparing 
plans;  

The elevation plans are 
consistent in terms of height 
dimensions.  

The proposed car parking 
capacity of just 4 spaces is 
completely inadequate and 
there is no disabled parking;  

The proposal does not include 
any additional car parking 
provision. The college have 
agreed to restrict students 
from keeping a car or 
motorbike. There is provision 
for off street parking at the 
front of both properties. As 
none of the students will be 
keeping cars these spaces 
could be used for disabled 
parking.  

The application needs to make 
provision for any future use of 
the site and appropriate car 
parking is provided;  

The proposal is to redevelop 
the site for student housing. If 
this use is no longer required 
then the site could, subject 
planning permission, be used 
as a single dwelling or divided 
back into two separate 
dwelling subject to minor 
internal and external 
alterations.  

The proposed new cycle 
access is not acceptable as 
was not in the original plans 
and neighbours were not 
consulted about it;  

The proposed new cycle 
access is acceptable and 
neighbours were consulted on 
this with other proposed 
amendments.  

Visibility is poor at the corner of 
Grantchester Meadows and so 

See para 8.26 



having a cycle access would 
be very dangerous in terms of 
highway safety;  
The proposal would create an 
over-sized and brutal structure 
which spoils the experience of 
the village and the transition 
between urban and rural; 

The proposed extensions have 
been scaled down to appear 
subservient to the original 
dwellings. I do not consider 
these extensions over and 
above the existing would have 
a significant adverse impact 
on the transition between 
urban and rural. The extension 
would be set back and behind 
boundary vegetation which 
screens the playing field.  

Proposed use is out of 
character with the family 
housing context; 

The proposed west wing 
extension would not be 
entirely visible and so it will be 
difficult to see its complete 
mass. The extension to the 
outbuilding is not considered a 
significant addition due to its 
low ridge height and additional 
depth.  

The provision for car and cycle 
parking is inadequate;  

See para 8.45 to 8.47 

Dimensions of the cycle store 
not given;  

There is no requirement for 
dimensions to be provided as 
long as the plans are to scale. 
In this instance, the drawing 
no.023 contains some 
dimension details but not all 
and the plan is to scale.  

The proposed cycle access 
should be reconfigured to the 
front of the property which 
offers better visibility;  

The proposed cycle store has 
two entrances and exist points 
giving students the option to 
leave either from the side or 
the front of the property. The 
new side access consists of a 
landing strip which would 
enable cycles to assess the 
road conditions before 
entering the highway. It is 
likely that vehicles will be 



traveling at low speeds in this 
location.  

The proposed development 
and existing student housing in 
South Green Road would 
impact local amenity and the 
balance of the community;  

The balance of the community 
will be predominantly of 
private family housing. The 
proposed student 
accommodation would not 
materially alter this.  

The aversion of placing student 
with students from other 
colleges is odd and effectively 
rules out other suitable options 
at the cost of displacing local 
residents;  

The planning application is 
considered on its own merits.  

115 and 117 are important 
properties on the edge of the 
city and should be protected 
from irreversible development;  

See para 8.2 to 8.20. The 
proposal would not result in 
the irreversible loss of the 
dwellings. If this use is no 
longer required then the site 
could, subject planning 
permission, be used as a 
single dwelling or divided back 
into two separate dwelling 
subject to minor internal and 
external alterations. 

 
9.0 CONCLUSION 
 
9.1 The proposal is to change the use of nos.115-117 Grantchester 

Meadows to provide student housing. The proposal includes 
extending both properties to the side and rear to provide 
accommodation for 22 postgraduate student and 1 fellow/junior 
fellow.  The proposal would result in the loss of two private 
dwellings, which is contrary to Local Plan policies (policies 5/4 
and 7/7). Therefore, having carefully assessed the college’s 
student housing needs, their site/land availability and fall-back 
position if the proposed development were refused, I have 
come to the view that the proposal is acceptable in this 
instance. The loss of two dwellings which are in the college’s 
ownership would safeguard three other family dwellings which 
are in their ownership.  The college has agreed to tie down the 
other dwellings in their ownership for a period of 15 years to 
ensure they are maintained as C3 dwellings and not converted 
into student housing. The proposed student housing 



development is considered to be acceptable in all other regards 
in terms of proximity to the main campus, provides on site 
supervision and would not have a significant detrimental impact 
on the residential amenity of the local residents. The proposal 
also provides two accessible rooms.  

 
9.2 The proposed extensions are now acceptable in terms of their 

scale and design. The extension to the outbuilding on the 
eastern side (no.115) would not appear intrusive or overbearing 
on the adjacent neighbour at no.113.  

 
9.3 Overall the proposed extensions are acceptable in this location 

and context. The Urban Design and Conservation Team are 
satisfied with the proposed amendments to the side extension 
subject to matters of detail.    

 
9.4 The proposed development would not have any adverse impact 

on the residential amenity of the adjoining neighbours.  
 
10.0 RECOMMENDATION 

 
APPROVE subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the 
expiration of three years from the date of this permission. 

   
 Reason: In accordance with the requirements of section 51 of 

the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in 

accordance with the approved plans as listed on this decision 
notice. 

  
 Reason:  In the interests of good planning, for the avoidance of 

doubt and to facilitate any future application to the Local 
Planning Authority under Section 73 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990. 

 
3. No construction work or demolition work shall be carried out or 

plant operated other than between the following hours: 0800 
hours and 1800 hours on Monday to Friday, 0800 hours and 
1300 hours on Saturday and at no time on Sundays, Bank or 
Public Holidays. 

  



 Reason: To protect the amenity of the adjoining properties. 
(Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policy 4/13)  

  
4. There should be no collections from or deliveries to the site 

during the demolition and construction stages outside the hours 
of 0800 hours and 1800 hours on Monday to Friday, 0800 hours 
to 1300 hours on Saturday and at no time on Sundays, Bank or 
Public Holidays. 

  
 Reason: To protect the amenity of the adjoining properties. 

(Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policy 4/13)  
 
5. In the event of the foundations for the proposed development 

requiring piling, prior to the development taking place the 
applicant shall provide the local authority with a report / method 
statement for approval detailing the type of piling and mitigation 
measures to be taken to protect local residents from noise 
and/or vibration. Potential noise and vibration levels at the 
nearest noise sensitive locations shall be predicted in 
accordance with the provisions of BS 5228-1&2:2009 Code of 
Practice for noise and vibration control on construction and 
open sites.  Development shall be carried out in accordance 
with the approved details.   

  
 Due to the proximity of this site to existing residential premises 

and other noise sensitive premises, impact pile driving is not 
recommended.  

  
 Reason: To protect the amenity of the adjoining properties. 

(Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policy 4/13) 
 
6. No development shall commence until a programme of 

measures to minimise the spread of airborne dust from the site 
during the demolition / construction period has been submitted 
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
development shall be implemented in accordance with the 
approved scheme.  

  
 Reason: To protect the amenity of nearby properties Cambridge 

Local Plan 2006 policy 4/13. 
 



7. No roofs shall be constructed until full details of the type and 
source of roof covering materials and the ridge, eaves and hip 
details, if appropriate, have been submitted to the local planning 
authority as samples and approved in writing. Roofs shall 
thereafter be constructed only in accordance with the approved 
details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
8. No dormers shall be constructed until full details, at a scale of 

1:10, showing the construction, materials, rainwater disposal 
and joinery of the dormers, including their cheeks, gables, 
glazing bars and mouldings, have been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. Dormers 
shall thereafter be constructed only in accordance with the 
approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
9. No metal-clad or other non-traditional roofs shall be erected 

until full details of such roofs including materials, colours, 
surface finishes and relationships to rooflights or other rooftop 
features have been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority.  Development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
10. No metal-clad or other non-traditional roofs shall be erected 

until full details of such roofs including materials, colours, 
surface finishes and relationships to rooflights or other rooftop 
features have been submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority.  Development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 



11. No rooflights shall be installed until full details of rooflights have 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 
authority.  Rooflights which stand proud of the plane of the roof 
are unlikely to be approved.  Rooflights shall thereafter be 
installed only in accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
12. No brickwork is to be erected until the choice of brick, bond, 

mortar mix design and pointing technique have been submitted 
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority by 
means of sample panels prepared on site. The approved panels 
are to be retained on site for the duration of the works for 
comparative purposes, and development must take place only 
in accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
13. No stonework, artificial or natural, (including columns, strings, 

quoins, lintels, sills, copings, plinths or kneelers) is to be 
erected until details of the source, colour, texture, coursing, 
mortar mix design, joint type and thickness and pointing 
technique, have been submitted to, and approved in writing by 
the local planning authority in the form of large-scale drawings 
and/or samples. If so required by the local planning authority, 
the latter may need to be submitted as a panel, which must be 
retained on site for comparative purposes until the development 
is completed. The development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
14. Prior to the commencement of development, large scale 

drawings of details of new / altered sills, lintels, jambs, 
transoms, mullions, thresholds, etc. shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 
development shall be carried out in accordance with the 
approved details. 

  
 Reason: In the interests of the visual amenity of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policy 4/11) 



 
15. All new joinery [window frames, etc.] shall be recessed at least 

50 / 75mm back from the face of the wall / façade. The means 
of finishing of the 'reveal' is to be submitted to and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority prior to installation of new 
joinery. The development shall be carried out in accordance 
with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
16. No new, replacement or altered external joinery shall be 

installed, nor existing historic joinery removed, until drawings at 
a scale of 1:20 of all such joinery (doors and surrounds, 
windows and frames, sills, etc.) have been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 
development shall be carried out in accordance with the 
approved details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 
17. No boiler flues, soil pipes, waste pipes or air extract trunking, 

etc. shall be installed until the means of providing egress for all 
such items from the new or altered bathrooms, kitchens and 
plant rooms has been submitted to and approved in writing by 
the local planning authority. Flues, pipes and trunking, etc. shall 
be installed thereafter only in accordance with the approved 
details. 

  
 Reason: To avoid harm to the special interest of the 

Conservation Area. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006, policy 4/11) 
 



18. No development shall take place until full details of both hard 
and soft landscape works have been submitted to and approved 
in writing by the local planning authority and these works shall 
be carried out as approved.  These details shall include 
proposed finished levels or contours; means of enclosure; car 
parking layouts, other vehicle and pedestrian access and 
circulation areas; hard surfacing materials; minor artefacts and 
structures (eg furniture, play equipment, refuse or other storage 
units, signs, lighting); proposed and existing functional services 
above and below ground (eg drainage, power, communications 
cables, pipelines indicating lines, manholes, supports); retained 
historic landscape features and proposals for restoration, where 
relevant. Soft Landscape works shall include planting plans; 
written specifications (including cultivation and other operations 
associated with plant and grass establishment); schedules of 
plants, noting species, plant sizes and proposed 
numbers/densities where appropriate and an implementation 
programme. 

   
 Reason: In the interests of visual amenity and to ensure that 

suitable hard and soft landscape is provided as part of the 
development. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policies 3/4, 3/11 
and 3/12) 

 
19. No development shall take place until there has been submitted 

to and approved in writing by the local planning authority a plan 
indicating the positions, design, materials and type of boundary 
treatment to be erected.  The boundary treatment shall be 
completed before the building(s) is/are occupied and retained 
thereafter unless any variation is agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority.  Development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 

  
 Reason: To ensure an appropriate boundary treatment is 

implemented. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policies 3/4, 3/11 
and 3/12) 

 



20. Prior to the commencement of development and with reference 
to BS 5837 2012, details of the specification and position of all 
protection measures and techniques to be adopted for the 
protection of any trees from damage during the course of any 
activity related to the development, shall be submitted to the 
local planning authority for its written approval in the form of an 
Arboricultural Method Statement (AMS) and Tree Protection 
Plan (TPP). 

  
 Reason: To protect the visual amenity of the area and to ensure 

the retention of the trees on the site. (Cambridge Local Plan 
2006 policies 3/4, 3/11, 3/12 and 4/4) 

 
21. Prior to commencement, a site visit will be arranged with the 

retained arboriculturalist, developer and LPA Tree Officer to 
agree tree works and the location and specification of tree 
protection barriers and temporary ground protection. 

  
 Reason: To ensure the retention of the trees adjacent to the 

site. (Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policies 3/4, 3/11, 3/12 and 
4/4) 

 
22. The approved AMS and TPP will be implemented throughout 

the development and the agreed means of protection shall be 
retained on site until all equipment, and surplus materials have 
been removed from the site. Nothing shall be stored or placed 
in any area protected in accordance with this condition, and the 
ground levels within those areas shall not be altered nor shall 
any excavation be made without the prior written approval of the 
local planning authority. 

  
 Reason: To protect the visual amenity of the area and to ensure 

the retention of the trees on the site. (Cambridge Local Plan 
2006 policies 3/4, 3/11, 3/12 and 4/4) 



23. Prior to the commencement of development a scheme for 
surface water drainage works shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The details 
shall include an assessment of the potential for disposing of 
surface water by means of a sustainable drainage system in 
accordance with the principles set out in the National Planning 
Policy Framework and the National Planning Policy Guidance, 
and the results of the assessment provided to the local planning 
authority. The system should be designed such that there is no 
surcharging for a 1 in 30 year event and no internal property 
flooding for a 1 in 100 year event + an allowance for climate 
change.  The submitted details shall include the following: 

  
 1) Information about the design storm period and intensity, the 

method employed to delay and control the surface water 
discharged from the site and the measures taken to prevent 
pollution of the receiving groundwater and/or surface waters; 

  
 2) A management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the 

development which shall include the arrangements for adoption 
by any public authority or statutory undertaker and any other 
arrangements for adoption by any public authority or statutory 
undertaker and any other arrangements to secure the operation 
of the scheme throughout its lifetime. 

  
 The approved details shall be fully implemented on site prior to 

the first use/occupation and shall be retained thereafter. 
  
 Reason: To ensure appropriate surface water drainage. 

(Cambridge Local Plan 2006 policy 4/16) 
 
24. Prior to occupation, details for the type of enclosure for the 

three external bins adjacent to eastern boundary shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The details shall include elevations of the type of 
enclosure and materials. The development shall be carried out 
in accordance with the approved details.  

  
 Reason: To protect the amenities of nearby residents/occupiers 

and in the interests of visual amenity. Cambridge Local Plan 
2006 policies 3/12 and 4/13 

  
  
 



25. The rooflight windows serving student rooms 16 and 17 (as 
shown on drawing no.017 rev A) on the north-east elevation at 
first floor level shall be obscure glazed to a minimum level of 
obscurity to conform to Pilkington Glass level 3 or equivalent 
prior to occupation of the rooms and shall be fixed shut and 
shall be retained as such thereafter. 

  
 The rooflight that serves the first floor landing shall also be 

obscure glazed to a minimum level of obscurity to conform to 
Pilkington Glass level 3 or equivalent prior to occupation and 
have restrictors to ensure that the window cannot be opened 
more than 45 degrees beyond the plane of the adjacent 
roofslope and shall be retained as such thereafter. 

  
 Reason: In the interests of residential amenity (Cambridge 

Local Plan 2006 policies 3/4 and 3/12 or 3/14). 
 
26. No development shall commence until details have been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Authority 
detailing the proposed specification, number and locations of 
internal and / or external bird and bat boxes on the new 
buildings.  The development shall be carried and subsequently 
maintained in accordance with the approved plans. 

  
 Reason: To provide ecological enhancements for protected 

species on the site (Cambridge Local Plan policies 4/3 and 4/6). 
 
 INFORMATIVE: Dust condition informative 
  
 To satisfy the condition requiring the submission of a program 

of measures to control airborne dust above, the applicant 
should have regard to:  

  
 -Council's Supplementary Planning Document - "Sustainable 

Design and Construction 2007":  
 http://www.cambridge.gov.uk/public/docs/sustainable-design-

and-construction-spd.pdf  
  
 -Guidance on the assessment of dust from demolition and 

construction 
  http://iaqm.co.uk/wp-

content/uploads/guidance/iaqm_guidance_report_draft1.4.pdf 
  



 - Air Quality Monitoring in the Vicinity of Demolition and 
Construction Sites 2012 

 http://www.iaqm.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/guidance/monitoring_construction_sites_2012.
pdf 

  
 -Control of dust and emissions during construction and 

demolition - supplementary planning guidance 
 https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Dust%20and%20E

missions%20SPG%208%20July%202014_0.pdf 
 
 INFORMATIVE: The Housing Act 2004 introduced the Housing 

Health & Safety Rating System as a way to ensure that all 
residential premises provide a safe and healthy environment to 
any future occupiers or visitors. Each of the dwellings must be 
built to ensure that there are no unacceptable hazards for 
example ensuring adequate fire precautions are installed, 
habitable rooms without adequate lighting or floor area etc. 
Further information may be found here: 
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/housing-health-and-safety-rating-
system   

  
 INFORMATIVE: Management Regulations apply to all HMOs 

(whether or not they are licensable) and impose certain duties 
on managers and occupiers of such buildings.  Persons in 
control of or managing an HMO must be aware of and comply 
with the Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation 
(England) Regulations 2006. These regulations stipulate the 
roles and responsibilities of the manager and also the occupiers 
of HMOs. Further information may be found here: 
https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/houses-in-multiple-occupation  

 


